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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events listed here are expected
to take place, but there is absolutely no guarantee
that they will. Therefore the dates are for planning
purposes only. We will continue to update the
calendar, based firmly on government guidelines at
the time and any supplementary advice from the
VMCC. You can be assured that the health and
welfare of section members will be our only priority.

to John Munday for all his hard work in planning and
proving the event. Here are just a few of the
comments we have received….” It was a great ride
through some stunning country. We particularly
enjoyed the ride up to the Road Junction to find the
post box and from there to Tregarron…..but it was all
beautiful. Thank you for organising such a wonderful
event. It was challenging in so many ways. A
donation to your chosen charity (St Michaels
Hospice) is on its way.” Bob Ashwin, John Bradfield
and Chris Delaney …..”Thank you for organising a
brilliant event, we thoroughly enjoyed it and had
good weather to boot! All our bikes performed well
without any breakdown. We completed over 400
miles including travelling from Evesham and
Stratford”……….. Chris Delaney & friends.

“It was one of my best rides ever, I love the way the
waypoints get you into local culture (and I’m ½
Welsh). As I rode past Llangurig there was a funeral
in progress attended by 100+ people all in black
suits, showing the deeper Welsh community. Route
accuracy was 10/10 I have never ridden an event
where my GPS counts down & shows 30ft & it’s there
in front of me…..Just donated £23 to the St Michael’s
Hospice….. Brilliant event.” …….Cliff Osenton.

PAST EVENTS
Sunday 9th August – Sunday 27th September. - THE
CWMPAS RIDE.
Originally
conceived
as
a
substitute
for
“Herefordshire on the Edge 2020” the “Compass”
and “Cwmpas” rides have proved that there is a
demand for this sort of event. Discussions about
what form they will take in 2021 are under way.

Almost 30 participants and still counting. The MidWales sibling to the Herefordshire “Compass” ride
has been a great success, encouraging people
onto roads they haven’t ridden before and helping
them to enjoy the wonderful Welsh scenery. Thanks

Thursday September 24th – Brightwells Timed Online
Auction of Classic Cars & Motorcycles.
Just 13 VMCC eligible bikes made their way across
the block at this mixed auction. Top price of £2,147
was paid for this very tidy 1987 Yamaha SR500.

Of the machines mentioned in issue 52-2, the exDutch Military 1966 Triumph 3TA cost its new owner
just £1,890, but the 1947 Morgan “F” Super fell short
of its reserve and didn’t sell. All prices quoted above
are the actual price buyers paid (Hammer + buyer’s
commission + 20% VAT on the buyer’s commission)
Saturday Sep 26th – Sale of Vintage and Classic
Motorcycles, spares, projects, collectables and
petroliana – H.J. Pugh, Ledbury.
More than 150 VMCC eligible machines came
under the hammer in another excellent auction.
Pugh’s ability to find such a wide range of machines
is testament to their hard work, their no-nonsense
approach and their excellent Ledbury facilities. A
smaller crowd than usual attended, but on-line
bidding more than filled the gap and more than 80%
of the machines offered were sold. Mask wearing
was definitely the norm - well done to all those

attending for playing their part in keeping us safe.
Prices were generally flat, which may just be a
feature of this COVID era, but will not have been
helped by an increase in the buyer’s premium from
5% to 8%. Top price of the day - £32,880 was paid for
this well screwed together NORVIN racer.

A 1000cc HRD Vincent engine, of 1949 vintage has
been mated to a Quaife gearbox and fitted snugly
into a featherbed frame. The gas flowed engine has
been rebuilt to a very high standard and runs on
36mm Amal carburettors. Front forks are 38mm
Ceriani legs in Marzocchi yokes with twin discs and
Lockheed racing callipers.

Not quite as macho, muscular or indeed as
handsome, but still very desirable this 1955 BSA DB34
Goldstar made a strong £17,536 – second highest
auction price this year for a “Goldie”.
For devotees of “The order of the 3rd wheel”, this
Kermit green 1955 Ural looked like a bargain at
£1.206. Didn’t get a chance to see if it had a
powered sidecar wheel.

3 three-wheeled star of the day (four if you count
the spare!) had to be this highly original 1923 BSA
557cc Model H outfit.

Bikes in this condition don’t come along very often.
It may have been given some newer parts from time

to time, but it was clearly unrestored and wore its 97
years with dignity.
What it may have lacked in the stop and go
department was more than compensated for by
character and patina. I desperately wanted to take
it home, but common sense prevailed and it went
to another admirer for £11,398.

All prices quoted above are the actual price buyers
paid (Hammer + buyer’s commission + 20% VAT on
the buyer’s commission)

FUTURE EVENTS
Sunday Oct 4th – “Belt & Braces” run. The Cottage,
Hartlands Hill, Minsterworth, Gloucester, GL2 8JY –
start 10:30 a.m.
Sadly, Dennis has had to bow to the inevitable and
has cancelled this excellent event.
The Penny Farthing Inn at Aston Crews (HR9 7LW) is
still happy to accommodate VMCC members for
lunch. Mary, the landlady, will reserve and lay up
tables of six. Everyone is welcome, whether on bikes
or in "tin tops. If you wish to enjoy this lunch time
gathering it would be best to book with the Penny
Farthing on 01989 750366. Mention you are with the
Vintage Motor Cycle Club, this will save you

separately registering for traceability; also mention
Dennis Beale’s name if you wish. Please observe the
rules (masks, distance, staying away if isolating, etc).
Saturday Oct 10th and Sunday Oct 11th - The 40th
Carole Nash International Classic MotorCycle Show,
Stafford County Showground.
As predicted, the Stafford Show is cancelled.
Organisers - Mortons Media – have posted the
following announcement on their website
“Due to the worsening situation and rising infection
rate of Covid-19, Mortons Media Group has
reluctantly taken the decision to cancel the Carole
Nash Classic Motorcycle Mechanics show, planned
for October 10-11 at Stafford County Showground
…….Given the current restrictions with the ‘rule of
six’, and the increasing localised lockdowns,,
Mortons believes this is the most responsible course
of action to take……..The Carole Nash International
Classic MotorCycle Show is scheduled to take place
over the weekend of April 24th -25th 2021.”
The Bonhams auction, normally a major feature of
Stafford shows has quietly slipped from view and has
re-emerged as “The Winter Sale”, which, if
attendance is allowed will be held at Bonham’s
Bicester Heritage Centre on 5th & 6th Dec 2020, or,
as seems more likely, no-one is allowed to attend, it
will be held on-line. There is already a substantial
catalogue of top quality machines including this Exworks HT Ariel ridden by Ron Langston in the 1958
ISDE.

We will feature more bikes in this sale in the next
issue.
Thursday Oct 8th – An afternoon ride. “Let there be
Dragons”. Start and finish at Bringsty Café, Bringsty
Common WR6 5UJ – 40 mesmerising miles around
the lanes of North East Herefordshire. Be ready to
ride at 1:30 p.m. Too many turns, so no maps , it will
be “follow-my-leader”. If you want lunch, you need
to make your own arrangements with Bringsty Café,
Sunday 11th Oct – Waterfront Classic “Drive-in” day
– 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. – Merry Hill Centre,
Waterfront Way, Brierley Hill, DY5 1XA.
THE LATEST GOVERNMENT GUIDELINES MEAN THAT
THIS EVENT IS CANCELLED. If you would still like to
donate to the Midlands Air Ambulance, you can
find details here.
https://www.facebook.com/Waterfront-ClassicDrive-In-Sunday-11th-October113643207122137/?view_public_for=1136432071221
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Tuesday 13th Oct, 11:00, Brunch Ride-in. Kirsty's Café,
New Street, Bishop's Castle, SY9 5DQ. Just meet up
for Brunch (morning coffee if you prefer), choose
your own route there and back. A great chance to
meet up with old and new friends.
Thursday 15th Oct – Club night (East) – the Moon at
Mordiford. CANCELLED.
No further club nights are planned for this year
Sunday 18th Oct – “Around Bredon Hill” – starts and
finishes at the Market House, 3, The High Street
Ledbury, HR8 1DS - Meet at 10:00 for a 10:30 start.
We hope to stop for lunch at the Corner Cupboard
pub in Winchcombe, but dependng on the rules in
force at the time, it might end up being a packed
lunch in small groups with social distancing. Contact
Geoff McGladdery for details nearer the time (07588
559698).

Thursday Nov 5th – Club night West – 7:30 .p.m.
The usual informal gathering at the Greyhound will
not take place for the remainder of the winter. In its
stead, a “Zoom” meeting is planned. More details
later.
Sunday Nov 15th Tenbury to the Belll at Pensax for
lunch – Meet at the Swimming Pool car park,
Tenbury, WR15 8SF at 09:30 for a 10:00 start.
The lunch element is as yet, unplanned, but it is
anticipated that the ride will go ahead. More details
in the next issue.

If fun is the principle objective, then you’ll get
bucket loads of it on this 1992 Honda CBR600 F2.
Advertised for just £800, MOT’d until May 2021,
weighing in at a little over 200kg (wet) and with 90
HP at the rear wheel, this class-leading
middleweight could reach 100 mph from a standing
start in just 8 seconds!! Not that any of us would
seriously want to travel at 100 mph of course!

a ‘Light in the Box’ IPX7, there must be significant
differences between models. What are the
strengths and weaknesses of your system?

Thursday Nov 19th – Section AGM and election of
officers. 7:30 p.m. This will be a “Zoom” meeting
open to current VMCC members only. Full details in
the next issue.

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

A couple of tidy Hondas, found on Facebook
Marketplace, once again demonstrate that you
can have some serious “ride-away” fun for less than
£1000 on a VMCC eligible machine.

If accumulating points on your licence isn’t your
thing, you could try cruising Europe on one of
Honda’s true legends – a mile munching ‘Pan
European’.
£950 will secure this 30 year old, low mileage (by Pan
Eurpean standards) example. Complete with top
box, built-in panniers, MOT’d until July 2021 and with
plenty of life left in the tyres, it’s ready to roam. Send
us a postcard when you get there.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsing – that must be your responsibility

SATNAVS
What Satnav do you use? Would you recommend it
to others? With prices ranging from around £400 for
an all-singing, all-dancing Garmin Zumo to £100 for

How well does it cope with complex route entries like
Herefordshire on the Edge? What is its battery life?
Can you read the screen without your glasses? What
mounting system do you use? These are the kind of
questions we would like answers to. Perhaps you

think the whole electronic thing is nonsense and
there’s nothing wrong with a printed map. Whatever
your thoughts on navigating your way around, we
would love to hear them.

THE STORY BEHIND THE “EYE-CANDY” TRIUMPH
Spotted at the September club night in Builth
THE TIME:- Late Summer 1962
THE PLACE:- Harbour below Caernarfon Castle
THE VISION:- Sky Blue & Silver Bonneville cruising
along the quayside.

At the time I was an impoverished bank clerk riding
a tatty 1950's Tiger 100 recently bought for £75 on
H.P. and on seeing and hearing that Bonneville I
thought to myself "One day, one day". I was not that
enamoured with the original 1959 Bonnie because it
had yet to be "Trophyfied" but I did love the Pearl
Grey and Tangerine finish. That old Tiger gradually
morphed over the next half century into one of the
machines I ride today.
CHOPS ON THE CLOCKS
Through the sixties (what a decade) I went through
the period with clip ons, rear sets and riding with my
mates with chops on the clocks and derriere in the
air. Managed to survive - just! Around 1970 when I
was a little more affluent, or less poor, I acquired a

1959 T120 engine and gearbox for not a lot of
money and the engine was dropped into my frame.
I did not use the gearbox as the clutch actuating
lever was slightly different and the internals anyway
were identical. The unit construction Triumphs were
well established by then with their much improved
frames and suspension. The bike performed well
apart from launch and sharp stops when the
carburation went seriously awry. Replacing the
chopped monoblocs and remote float chamber
totally cured the problem.
TRANSFORMED RIDE QUALITY
About 1982 I acquired a complete front end from a
1969 Bonneville and this along with taper roller head
stock bearings went straight on to my 50's frame with
no bother. The ride quality was transformed as was
the braking element. In later years I fitted floating
shoes to the back brake; another improvement.
THE LONGEST RIDE
Back in the nineties I rode the bike at various times
to rallies & tours in Ireland. Great place with the only
downside being the ferry fare! The longest ride ever
was the 500 mile run from Aberdeen to home in one
hit after attending the Shetland Islands Show in
2010. All good things come to an end as did the
motor in November 2016 when the engine blew up
with a broken con rod and crank.

ACE CLASSICS AND SRM
Ace Classics in London were brilliant and supplied all
the new parts needed. Ace also provided the
upswept pipes and silencers about 10 years earlier.
Top quality items and the chrome has held up very
well indeed. I thoroughly recommend Ace as they
sell quality parts that fit! I also recommend Jon Jolley
at SRM in Aberystwyth for his electrical skills. He has
rebuilt two of my magnetos with new condensers
and he sets the units up so both cylinders fire exactly
where they should before T.D.C.. On the subject of
T.D.C. I have converted an old spark plug into a tool
for setting it, which works well with a timing disc (see
pic below. It is mounted on an old aerosol top and
when mounted on the timing side of the crank
allows the engine to be turned with the disc not
fouling the oil pump. The idea is to save time by not
having to strip off the primary chain case outer to
use the drive side crank for mounting the disc.

Still on the subject of the primary chain case - this
can be a leaker. And it's not from the joint between
the inner and outer cases. The culprits are the rear
chain oiler and where the gear box enters into the
inner casing. The rear chain oil bleed screw is a

waste of space and it is impossible to deliver the
regulation 2 drops a minute. I have sealed mine off
and give the rear chain a spray as and when
required. Scott oiler to be fitted this Winter.
A CLASSIC BODGE
With regard to the other: there is a bush on the
gearbox mainshaft which intrudes into the
chaincase behind the clutch. There is sufficient room
there (just) to fix a lipped oil seal to the big disc
which then goes over said bush. This is a classic
bodge but it does work. Back to 2016…. while the
engine was out the frame it looked like it could do
with a lick of paint, so I stripped it all down and
painted everything. The cellulose paint came from
M.S. Motorcycle and it is good stuff. The proprietor is
John Critchlow who is the son in law of the late
Hughie Hancox the Triumph guru. Another
recommendation.
HEADLAMP FLASHER
Another minor mod I did was to utilise the old engine
cut out button and this is mounted on a small plate
held in place on the clutch lever clamp below the
bar.

in the dip switch. The result is a headlight flasher and
it's saved my bacon more than once! Electrics by
the way are 12 volt with an AO Services regulator
and a small solid state battery - system works well.
The 4 gallon tank gives 250 miles or so range and the
machine cruises easily at 60mph at half maximum
engine revs. A one tooth bigger engine sprocket
reduces stress.

AN INDIAN ADVENTURE (Part 1)
We are indebted to Terry Pickering for telling the
story of a motorcycling trip to India in 2018, with
friends Russ McDermid and Toby Victor-Trott.
“My journey started with a technical hitch. On the
22nd Feb, on arriving at Heathrow, I was told my visa
was no good and I could not fly, I waved goodbye
to my mates and headed off to the Indian High
Commission in Aldwych London, £168 for the
pleasure of a new Visa and an additional £380 for a
flight at 21:30 saw the episode concluded and I
arrived in Delhi at midday and took a taxi for the 2
hour trip to the Ginger Hotel to meet up with my
mates who had managed a very comfortable sleep
whilst I was in the air.
COLLECTING THE BIKES
Straight down to business and off to Stonehead Bikes
to collect the Royal Enfields, 2 Himalayans and a
Bullet, Stonehead proved to be a very good
company and provided the best experience we
could have wished for.

This brings the story up to date. After a run, with the
bike parked up and clicking away softly, as it cools
down I open a beer and reminisce about times,
events, places and faces from long ago and think
to myself this damn machine is in better nick than I
am and performs better to boot!
I am 76 years of age!
Am I a sad old git?
Am I weird?
Am I an obsessive?
Do I need some revisionist training on another
marque?
A live wire runs from the ammeter to the button with
another short lead into the main beam connection

Please discuss and advise.
Neil Owen (Rhayader)

We rested in the afternoon and ate in BBQ Nation
which I must say was excellent, I retired at 20:30 not
having slept for a couple of days. The lads went out
for a few beers (this is a continuing theme
throughout the trip)
DAY 1
We rode the scenic route to Agra covering approx.
300k. booked into Lucky hotel at a cost of 900

Rupees (approx. £9.50), had a shower even though
I had to stand over the toilet! Went for walk around
Agra, found a little restaurant and had our first curry
evening meal. I had a “Sprite” and 1 beer. The lads
were thirsty so they managed 17 bottles each!! (I
told you there was a theme!)
DAY 2
We made the short walk to the Taj Mahal and
splashed out 1000 Rupees between us (around £10
each) and had a great tour, I could write reams
about this truly magnificent building…. but perhaps
a picture does it better.

We then rode the 240km to Jaipur on mainly fast
roads but still encountered three accidents, at the
end of our 2 week trip I still couldn’t really tell you
which side of the road they drive on… We found a
comfortable hotel with a good shower and still
under £9.00, finished the evening off with a curry in
a lovely rooftop setting, I retired and yes the boys
found a bar to quench their thirsts……
DAY 3
We had a hard 358km ride on very narrow roads and
tracks with a lot of sand and pot holes big enough
to house a small family! Having made an early start,
we arrived in Bikaner at about 17:00, we managed
to find a hotel café that served nuggets and chips
which was a welcome break from veg curry. We
walked to a local bikers bar where there was a
Yamaha RD 350 on display and of course a copious
supply of beer for the lads.
DAY 4

The day started off with a bit of bike maintenance,
everything comes loose on the RE’s especially the
headstock I routinely tightened mine by hand whilst
riding along, Russ had picked up a puncture on his
Bullet but managed to get a local repair for 90
pence! So, off on the 260km route to Hanumangarh
- a small dirty town which failed to impress.

We stayed in a partially completed hotel and I had
a bed with no mattress, ate fried vegetables and
cheese pakoras at a local café which was probably
the dirtiest eatery I have ever visited! But when in
Rome….
DAY 5
A 290km ride to Amritsar. Riding through beautiful
countryside, passing lots of brickworks along the
way, where everything was hand-made, stacked
and transported. No lorries just mules with baskets ,
absolutely no mechanisms whatsoever, it was an
amazing sight.
THE GOLDEN TEMPLE
Now in the province of Punjab there was a
noticeable difference in cleanliness with little to no
piles of rubbish on the side of the roads and even
the crops in the fields looked much healthier. The
bikes were all still performing ok albeit mine was
using a third more fuel than the other two, and I was
easily the lightest load.. We booked into the OYO
flagship hotel which had by far the best beds and
facilities we would encounter on our whole trip but

we did have to pay a heady £12.50 for the privilege!

We walked to the Golden Temple which is another
truly amazing sight, the whole building is covered in
real gold leaf. Thousands of worshippers visit the
temple every day, Toby was besieged with a lot
worshippers as they thought he was a white
reincarnation of Budda! I must say that the locals
throughout our trip, wherever we went, treated us
with absolute respect and were extremely friendly. It
was a real privilege to travel through their Country.
HARD ROCK CAFE
So, made a quick visit to the Hard Rock Café which
was a real dump so we ended up taking a tuc tuc
to the Grand Hotel where we had a good curry
meal and a bottle of wine - the first time we had
found vino anywhere throughout our trip…….Boys
obviously destroyed several beers… We did not
have time to visit the magnificent Gobindgarh Red
Fort which had only been opened up to the public
the year before. From 1760 until 2017 it had been
occupied by the Indian Army. As a token we did skirt
around the outside of it on the way out of Amritsar
the next morning.
DAY 6
We moved up the Country to Katra, in the territory
of Jammu and Kashmir, where we encountered
some fantastic roads through the mountains and
saw some rain for the first time, there was a KFC
enroute which we just had to sample and made the
boys happy. They even sold beer.. 170k found us
booking into the Continental hotel which was also

very good and for the second time broke the £10
limit on our accommodation costs. Then
……disaster! We discovered that Katra was a “dry”
town and of course the boys had still got their
unquenchable
thirst.

maintenance before eating in a local Pizza bar
(definitely no Italian influence.) Russ & Toby
immediately found 2 bars so were now happy again
and straight on a mission to make up for yesterday’s
lost ground! We got talking to some local Sikh’s who
were very friendly and I was astonished to be told
that only 2% of the population in India were Sikhs..
None of the trip was previously planned and our
route was decided day by day with only Agra and
Amritsar being “must visit” places. Hotels were
booked each day when we knew where we would
end up using Booking .Com or similar Apps.”
The second and final part of Terry Russ and Toby’s
journey through India will follow in our next issue.

MOTOSACOCHE – IT’S A SMALL WORLD
Following Bill Danks’ article on the “Engine in a bag”
in issue 52-2, what should turn up at the recent
Pugh’s Auction, but an 1100cc M.A.G V twin, water
cooled, Inlet over exhaust engine, complete with a
Claudet carburettor and handle start. It didn’t
escape the attention of the knowledgeable Pugh’s
crowd and made a hammer price of £3,000.
Expensive? I think for something of this rarity in this
condition, it was probably the bargain of the day!

FOR SALE

DAY 7
A late start as we woke up to more rain but it was
short lived and the rest of the day turned out fine,
we decided to make the trip to Pathankot, 240k
through stunning scenery and fantastic roads/tracks
to boot. The best day’s riding thus far.

Booked into the Hotel Opulance ( I wondered if they
understood that word!). A bit more bike

Royal Enfield Himalayan, reg June 2019, 5,600 miles,
with full Service History. Fully sorted, to include hard
panniers and side bags, new rear tyre, chain oiler
fitted. Economical, sure-footed, great machine for
exploring minor roads. just £2,950. Contact Roger
Bibbings on 01684 540249 rabibbings@tiscali.co.uk

Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

